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My Erasmus experience began with a good friend of mine telling me about the possibility of 

doing the surgical part of the rotational year at the University hospital of Saarland, a hospital 

he knew very well from previous practices. Therefore we informed ourselves about all the 

bureaucracy and requirements needed for an Erasmus application at the Erasmus office at our 

faculty. The staff there was very nice and always helpful with the loads of questions and 

paperwork we had. It definitely takes time and it even was close at the end, even though we 

started the application in February. Fortunately, we did not have to compete with other 

students, since we were the first ones ever from Pécs to do an Erasmus in Homburg and 

therefore this connection was created from scratch. The Erasmus office in Homburg was very 

cooperative, reliable and helpful with the organisation. 

 

Since I was already in Germany before the practice started, there was no complicated journey 

to Homburg to organise. My accommodation was very nice and just as perfect as it can be, 

since it was privately organised beforehand.  

At our first day we were introduced to all the important wards, the operational theatre and the 

emergency department by the attending doctor responsible for all students at the surgical 

department of the clinic. We were then able to wish, where to start and finish our internship. 

Afterwards our first day of internship started. Both of us started at a visceral surgery ward. 

After introducing ourselves to all the doctors and nurses within a few days we were quickly 

bound in the daily routine work. Students in Homburg are very free to contribute in this work 

depending on their personal attitude. The only task, which students were asked to do, was 

taking blood and placing i.v.-accesses. Apart from that, everything was on a volunteer basis. 

Since we were showing a motivation above average and also very good theoretical and 

practical skills in most tasks very asked to do, we could soon participate in most operations 

and diagnostic, that took place in this department. Students were also able to do night shifts, 

which were actually 24 hour shifts, with the following day off duty. 24 hour shifts were very 

interesting, since there was the possibility to see all the emergencies coming in after 16:00 

and helping with their treatment. Besides that all the doctors always took time for us, 

explained, showed or let us do certain tasks. Since Homburg is a University hospital we were 

able to see very modern methods in treatment and diagnostic, but also a wide spectrum of 

diseases, starting with harmless pain, but also malign tumors and inflammations. Students 

were also offered special lectures every week about certain surgical topics. Furthermore we 

could take part in special trainings for doctors, which definitely were very useful. The 

communication with locals, doctors, nurses was never a problem, since I am native German. 

But it was definitely helpful being more or less fluent in English, since due to the proximity of 

the U.S. Army airbase Rammstein a few US citizens were on our wards from time to time.  



Homburg as a city is neither very big, nor very exciting, but I had the chance to see a little 

more of Saarland, since a friend of mine is living very closely to Homburg.  

I have to say, that I was not really involved in the typical Erasmus life, which is due to the 

fact, that the medical faculty is not actually quite far from the university and most Erasmus 

events took place in Saarbrücken.  

To sum it up, I would definitely recommend the university hospital of Homburg as a place to 

do a rotational year via Erasmus, but I guess if someone is looking for the typical „Erasmus 

experience“ it might not satisfy as such. From a medical students point of view I can 

definitely say, it was worth the effort and work I and others have put in this Erasmus 

application.  

 

 

With kindest regards 

Felix Bechtolsheim  


